### Career Destinations and International Engagement

#### 1) Career Destinations
Stop by the Career Center display to see where the Class of 2023 is heading after Wofford. Fill out the stickers that apply to you and share your destination.

#### 2) International Engagement
Stop by the Office of International Programs’ display to see where the Class of 2023 studied abroad approximately 350 times. Make sure to post your experiences in the relevant regions and offer advice to future study abroad participants.

### Senior Studio Art Exhibition: “Meet Me in The Mirror”

1) **Student:** Yasmine Lee ’23  
**Project mentor:** Michael Webster and Rebecca Forstater  
**Title:** Meet Me in the Mirror

2) **Student:** Kate Timbers ’23  
**Project mentor:** Michael Webster and Rebecca Forstater  
**Title:** Meet Me in the Mirror

3) **Student:** Abbey Barefoot ’23  
**Project mentor:** Michael Webster and Rebecca Forstater  
**Title:** Meet Me in the Mirror

4) **Student:** Jalen Belton ’23  
**Project mentor:** Michael Webster and Rebecca Forstater  
**Title:** Meet Me in the Mirror

5) **Student:** Walker Antonio ’23  
**Project mentor:** Michael Webster and Rebecca Forstater  
**Title:** Meet Me in the Mirror: Trapped

6) **Student:** Carrie Metts ’23  
**Project mentor:** Michael Webster and Rebecca Forstater  
**Title:** Meet Me in the Mirror

### Community-Based Learning, Creative Works and Undergraduate Research

7) **Student:** Chantel Aguirre ’23  
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton  
**Title:** Providing Services and Raising Awareness in the Community

8) **Students:** Carson Archie ’24, Maddie Gilden ’24, Jill Hethcotz ’24, Megan Santos ’23 and Kieo Young ’25  
**Project mentor:** Dr. Jennifer Bradham, Dr. Grace Schwartz and Dr. Mac Gilland (Furman University).  
**Title:** Lead Concentrations in Spartanburg City Playground Soils

9) **Student:** Turner Asherman ’23  
**Project mentor:** Dr. Peter Brewitt  
**Title:** Policy Recommendations for Nonpoint Pollution Entering Watersheds

10) **Students:** Channing Baker ’23  
**Project mentor:** Dr. Mark Byrnes  
**Title:** Face and Its Effect on Modern Historical Memory: Nanjing, China’s Massacre and Japan’s Incident

11) **Student:** Savannah Basnet ’23  
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton  
**Title:** Community Programming at SC Legal Services and the Spartanburg Opportunity Center

12) **Student:** Blake Batten ’23  
**Project mentors:** Dr. Youmi Efurd and Dr. Alysa Handelsman  
**Title:** Reimagining Sustainable Art Programs for the Upstate: Summer Art Camp

13) **Students:** Sarah Buckmaster ’24, Callie Henline ’23, Drew Wilson ’23, Marlen Alvarado Ramirez ’24, Mac Gavin ’24, Scottdaija Jenkins ’23, Paola Cruz ’23, Heyward McPhail ’23 and Taylor Boswell ’23  
**Project mentors:** Dr. Alysa Handelsman and Dr. Jennifer Bradham  
**Title:** A Mixed-Methods Study of the Impacts of Condemned Properties on Neighborhood Wellness in Una, Saxon and Arcadia

14) **Student:** Courtney Bustamante ’23  
**Project mentors:** Toria Teamer-Dalton, Neelo Gandhi and Jennifer Pennington  
**Title:** St. Luke’s Free Medical Clinic

15) **Students:** Cole Carroll ’23, Kimberly Cao ’23, Tucker Couch ’24, Breeyn Grooms ’25 and Carson Harrell ’24  
**Project mentor:** Dr. Lori Cruz  
**Title:** Reproductive Output and Success of Cavity Nesting Birds

16) **Student:** Chandler Dickert ’23  
**Project mentor:** Dr. Geoffrey Mitchell  
**Title:** Making coral endosymbionts more amenable to immunofluorescent labelling

17) **Student:** Colin Dural ’23  
**Project mentor:** Dr. Robert Harris  
**Title:** Design and synthesis of a new aminotropinimate supported zinc complex for hydroamination

18) **Student:** Isaiah Franco ’23  
**Project mentors:** Dr. Daniel Tobin and Dr. Travis Reynolds (University of Vermont)  
**Title:** Seeds of Conflict: Relationships Between Conflict, Seed Acquisition and Crop Diversity in Uganda

19) **Student:** Juan Garcia ’23  
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton  
**Title:** Access Health: Its Impact on the Community

20) **Student:** Cayleen Hall ’23  
**Project mentors:** Toria Teamer-Dalton, Charlene Floyd, Elizabeth Able, Randi Lynne Powell Farr, Al Parker, Janet Davis, Marlene Templeton, Tesla Howell and Amber Cheeks  
**Title:** Balancing the Scales of Justice: Why Nonprofits are Integral in Aiding Domestic Violence Victims

21) **Student:** Thomas “Will” Harvey ’23  
**Project mentors:** Dr. Victoria Gilbert and Dr. Christopher Chiego (California State University Maritime Academy)  
**Title:** Historical Analogies in the 1920 Iraq Revolt

22) **Student:** Matyah Jackson ’23  
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton  
**Title:** My Bonner Experience
25) **Students:** Kerrington Johnson '23, Yasmine Lee '23, Messiah Moring '23, Audrey Buffington '24, Marc Rivera '25, Anneka Brannon '26 and Chantel Aguirre ’23.
**Project mentor:** Maya Michele Fein.
**Title:** Interconnected: The Tangle.

26) **Student:** Rylee Jorgensen ’23
**Project mentor:** Dr. Anna Harkey.
**Title:** The Effects of Distinct Historical Racial Policies and Practices in Spartanburg/U.S. On Education.

27) **Student:** Jack Kelly ’23.
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton.
**Title:** Data is Everything.

28) **Student:** Emily Lang ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Kara Bopp.
**Title:** Successful Aging in Spartanburg County.

29) **Student:** Everett Lawrence ’23.
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton.
**Title:** Four Years in “Hub City.”

30) **Student:** Yasmin Lee ’23.
**Project mentors:** Michael Webster, Rebecca Forstater and Maya Michelle Fein.
**Title:** Table for Two.
**Title:** Interconnected Film.

31) **Student:** Heyward McPhail ’23.
**Project mentors:** Dr. Kaye Savage and Tim Brown.
**Title:** Where the River Does Not Run Through It.

32) **Student:** Grayson Murray ’23
**Project mentors:** Dr. Peter Brewitt and Dr. Amy Telligman.
**Title:** Weapons of Grass Destruction: How HOAs in Columbia, South Carolina, Provide Barriers to Biodiverse Lawn Management.

33) **Student:** Andrew Newport ’23
**Project mentor:** Dr. Anna Harkey.
**Title:** The Impact of Oil Extraction on Local Communities in North America.

34) **Student:** Leah Ogle ’23.
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton.
**Title:** My Bonner Experience.

35) **Student:** Sammy Omar ’23.
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton.
**Title:** My Bonner Experience.

36) **Student:** Caroline Payne ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Bob Moss.
**Title:** Great Transition Project: Land Mammals to Cetaceans.

37) **Student:** Savannah Plemmons ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Anna Harkey.
**Title:** The Roots of Anti-Fatness: An Intersectional Analysis of Class, Race and Gender.

38) **Student:** Hampton Randall ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Peter Brewitt.
**Title:** Collaborating for Longleaf: A Case Study of SLCC.

39) **Student:** Judson Reaves ’23.
**Project mentor:** Toria Teamer-Dalton.
**Title:** My Bonner Experience.

40) **Student:** Matilda Redfern ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Anna Harkey.
**Title:** An Intersectional Approach to Business: The Importance of Sociology in Marketing and Business Education.

41) **Student:** Lizzie Richards ’23.
**Project mentors:** Dr. Karen Goodchild and Dr. Youmi Efurd.
**Title:** The Unconventional Artistic Career of Helen Dupré Moseley.

42) **Student:** Solana Rostick ’23.
**Project mentors:** Toria Teamer-Dalton, Elizabeth Goddard, Ashleigh Shuler and Charlotte Hutton.
**Title:** Journey of Becoming a Curator. Spartanburg Art Museum: Volunteer to Intern.

43) **Student:** Abbey Smith ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Peter Brewitt.
**Title:** How has Germany’s Renewable Energy Sources Act Led to the Growth of Solar Capacity in Germany?

44) **Student:** Grace Sorrell ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Anna Harkey.
**Title:** Intersectional Identity Representation in Fox’s GLEE.

45) **Student:** Katharine Spence ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Jeremy Morris.
**Title:** Sexual dimorphism in the musculoskeletal system of domestic cats.

46) **Student:** Izzy Stevenson ’23.
**Project mentors:** Toria Teamer and Sharyn Pittman.
**Title:** Mental Health Awareness – NAMI Spartanburg.

47) **Student:** Emma Sutton ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Peter Brewitt.
**Title:** Energy Poverty in Spartanburg: Recommendations to Formulate a Climate Action Plan.

48) **Student:** Kimberly Tovar ’23.
**Project mentors:** Dr. Britt Newman, Dr. Tracy Revels and Dr. Amanda Matousek.
**Title:** Intersectional Identity Within International Norms.

49) **Students:** Noel Tufts ’23, Samantha Carter ’24, Emily Arnold ’23
**Project mentors:** Dr. Laura Barbas Rhoden and Dr. Christine Sorrell Dinkins
**Title:** Case Study of Integrative Community Supports for Latine Families During the Covid-19 Pandemic in Spartanburg, S.C.

50) **Student:** Mae Webster ’23.
**Project mentors:** Toria Teamer-Dalton and Mary Levens.
**Title:** Spartanburg Science Center.

51) **Student:** Kathleen Willingham ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Anna Harkey.
**Title:** Elements of Sexual Violence in Sports (SVIS) and Their Relationship to Power.

52) **Student:** Brady Wolfe ’23.
**Project mentor:** Dr. Dan Mathewson.
**Title:** The Indoctrination of Health: Unpacking the Secular-Religious Narratives of Puberty, Child Development and Children’s Health.

**Interested in learning more about the Senior Showcase?**
Please contact Dr. Ramón Galiñanes Jr., director of undergraduate research and post-graduate fellowships, at Galiananes@wofford.edu.